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Abstract

Dynamic typing in a statically typed functional language allows
us to defer type unification until run time. This is typically useful
when interacting with the ‘outside’ world where the type of values
involved may not be known statically. Haskell has minimal sup-
port for dynamic typing, it only supports monomorphism. Clean,
on the other hand, has a more rich and mature dynamic typing sys-
tem where polymorphism is supported as well. An interesting dif-
ference is that Haskell offers monomorphic dynamic typing via a
library, while Clean offers polymorphic dynamic typing via built-
in language support. In the Clean approach there is a great deal
of freedom in the implementation in the compiler since the dy-
namic typing system is defined on abstract syntax trees, whereas
the Haskell approach does not need to extend the core language
and hence reduces the complexity of the language and compiler.
In this paper we investigate what it takes for a functional language
to embed polymorphic dynamic typing. We explore an embedding
in Haskell using generalised algebraic datatypes and argue that a
universe for the representation of types needs to separated from its
interpretation as a type. We motivate the need for a dependently-
typed functional language like Agda and perform the embedding
using structural equality on type representations. Finally, we extend
this approach with an instance-of algorithm and define a framework
for the corresponding cast function.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features

General Terms Design, Languages

Keywords dependently-typed programming, dynamic typing,
generalised algebraic datatypes, instantiation, polymorphism, uni-
fication, universe construction

1. Introduction

Dynamic typing in a statically typed functional language such as
Clean and Haskell allows us to defer type unification until run time.
This is typically useful when interacting with the ‘outside’ world:
when values are exchanged between applications by deserialisation
from disk, input is provided by a user, or when values are obtained
via a network connection. In such situations, the types of the val-
ues at hand may not be known until run time and type checking
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is deferred. Values and functions are wrapped together with a rep-
resentation of their type in a uniform black box, as their type is
statically not known. Such a value is unwrapped by pattern match-
ing and casting to a specific type. Although type unification can
fail at run time when a dynamic value presents an unexpected type,
the static type system guarantees that when pattern matching suc-
ceeds, the unwrapped value can be used safely. Hence, the advan-
tages of a static typing system are not compromised when crossing
the boundary to a dynamically typed world.

Haskell has minimal support for dynamic typing, it only sup-
ports monomorphism (Baars and Swierstra, 2002; Cheney and
Hinze, 2002). The de facto Haskell compiler GHC includes a li-
brary function toDyn to wrap any monomorphic value, such as an
increment function on integers1, in a dynamic:

incDyn :: Dynamic

incDyn = toDyn (λx → x + 1)

Then, a value is unwrapped using the library function fromDyn
which performs a cast, where the required type is specified by the
context in which it is unwrapped:

inc ::Maybe (Int → Int)
inc = fromDyn incDyn

Clean, on the other hand, has a more rich and mature dynamic
typing system that is built in; it adopted ML’s support for monomor-
phism (Abadi et al., 1991; Pil, 1997) and polymorphism (Abadi
et al., 1994; Leroy and Mauny, 1993). Having such an extensive
dynamic typing system does not only improve orthogonality with
the static typing system (Van Noort et al., 2010), but also has impor-
tant applications (Plasmeijer and Van Weelden, 2005; Plasmeijer et
al., 2011). In Clean, we wrap a value, for example the polymor-
phic identity function, in a dynamic by using the corresponding
keyword:

idDyn ::Dynamic

idDyn = dynamic (λx → x)

Then, we unwrap such a value by pattern matching and provid-
ing a required type using the :: annotation:

id ::Maybe (A.a : a → a)
id =
case idDyn of

(f ::A.a : a → a) → Just f

→ Nothing

It is important to observe that the required type does not need to
be structurally equal to the type found in the dynamic; it is allowed
to be more specific than the type given. Thus, we can instantiate the

1 We ignore that in Haskell the (+) operator has an ad-hoc polymorphic
type and assume it to have the monomorphic type Int → Int → Int .



type that is contained with the value in the dynamic. For example,
assume we require the result to be a function of type Int → Int :

idInt ::Maybe (Int → Int)
idInt =

case idDyn of

(f :: Int → Int) → Just f

→ Nothing

Here, the required type is unified with the type of the value in
the dynamic and when this succeeds, the value is implicitly coerced
to the required type and returned.

An interesting difference between the approaches in the two
languages is that Haskell offers monomorphic dynamic typing via
a library, while Clean offers a more expressive system with support
for polymorphism via built-in language support. The advantage of
the Clean approach is that there is a great deal of freedom in the
implementation in the compiler since the dynamic typing system
is defined on abstract syntax trees of expressions and types. On
the other hand, the Haskell approach does not need to extend the
core language and hence reduces the complexity of the language
and compiler. Embedding it as a library also serves as a nice
demonstration of the expressivity of a language.

In this paper we investigate what it takes for a functional lan-
guage to embed polymorphic dynamic typing. We limit our scope
to a system with predicative polymorphism. That is, bound vari-
ables can only be instantiated by base types without variables. Con-
cretely, our contributions are the following:

• We show how to embed monomorphic dynamic typing in
Haskell using generalised algebraic datatypes. We explore a
straightforward extension of this approach to polymorphic dy-
namic typing and identify the difficulties with doing so, limiting
ourselves to structural equality of type representations instead
of their unification (Section 2).

• We motivate the need for a dependently-typed functional lan-
guage like Agda and define the embedding of polymorphic
dynamic typing using structural equality on type representa-
tions (Section 3).

• We extend this approach with an instance-of algorithm on type
representations (Section 4), based on earlier work on first-order
unification by McBride (2003).

• We construct a framework for the cast function that performs
the unwrapping (Section 5), which turns out be surprisingly in-
tricate. Although our implementation is not yet complete since
we require two postulated lemmas, we have exactly identified
the steps to embed polymorphic dynamic typing in Agda.

Finally, we discuss related work (Section 6) and conclude with
a brief discussion and future work (Section 7).

2. Embedding in a functional language

Before we jump into the deep end, we first consider the embed-
ding of monomorphic dynamic typing in Haskell using generalised
algebraic datatypes (Section 2.1). Then, we explore a straightfor-
ward extension of this approach to polymorphic dynamic typing
with structural equality of type representations (Section 2.2) and
identify the difficulties with doing so (Section 2.3).

2.1 Monomorphic dynamic typing

As alluded to in the introduction, a dynamic value constitutes a
value and a representation of its type. Hence, for us to describe
a dynamic value, we first need a datatype that describes types. A
naive approach is to define a universe for the representation of types
as a vanilla datatype:

data U = INT

| PAIR U U

| U :⇒: U

The universe describes integer, pair, and function types respec-
tively. Then, a dynamic value is defined as follows:

data Dyn = forall a . Dyn U a

A dynamic value is a black box, hence, the type of the value
contained is existentially quantified2. The main problem with this
approach already becomes apparent. How is it reflected that the
value of type U represents the type a? This becomes even more
clear when we write down the type of the function that casts a
dynamic to a required type:

cast :: U → Dyn → Maybe a

Again, the relation between the resulting value of this cast
function and the required type is missing.

In Haskell, generalised algebraic datatypes (Peyton Jones et al.,
2006) provide a solution. We define U again, but now include a
type parameter that reflects the type that the universe represents:

data U :: ∗ → ∗ where

INT :: U Int

PAIR :: U a → U b → U (a, b)
(:⇒:) :: U a → U b → U (a → b)

A value of type U a reflects the type a that it represents. Hence,
when we define Dyn again, the type of the value is visible in the
representation that is contained in the dynamic value:

data Dyn = forall a . Dyn (U a) a

To be able to unwrap the existentially quantified value from the
dynamic, we need to compare the contained representation with a
representation and then prove that these reflect the same type. This
proof of equality is defined by a generalised algebraic datatype,
stating that both type parameters are equal:

data (:≡:) :: ∗ → ∗ → ∗ where

Refl :: a :≡: a

The function that decides if two representations reflect equal
types uses structural recursion on the arguments in parallel, col-
lecting proofs along the way:

decU ::U a → U b → Maybe (a :≡: b)
decU INT INT = Just Refl

decU (PAIR u1 u1 ′) (PAIR u2 u2 ′) =
case (decU u1 u2 , decU u1 ′ u2 ′) of

(Just Refl , Just Refl) → Just Refl

→ Nothing

decU (u1 :⇒: u1 ′) (u2 :⇒: u2 ′) =
case (decU u1 u2 , decU u1 ′ u2 ′) of

(Just Refl , Just Refl) → Just Refl

→ Nothing

decU = Nothing

Note that we need to explicitly pattern match on the Refl con-
structor obtained from recursion to actually deploy the proof.

Using this function, we are able to define the cast function
which performs the unwrapping:

cast :: U a → Dyn → Maybe a

cast u1 (Dyn u2 x) =
case decU u1 u2 of

Just Refl → Just x

Nothing → Nothing

2 Ironically, this is denoted in Haskell using the forall keyword.



When the required representation reflects the same type as the
representation in the dynamic value, the proof Refl tells us that we
can safely return the value that is contained in the dynamic.

2.2 Polymorphic dynamic typing

Generalised algebraic datatypes allow us to attach an actual type to
a representation of a monomorphic type. But can we also use this
approach to represent polymorphic types? This requires a way to
bind and reference variables. Typically, this is achieved either by
using De Bruijn indices (De Bruijn, 1972) or through higher-order
abstract syntax (Pfenning and Elliot, 1988).

2.2.1 De Bruijn indices

Before we can reference variables in the representation of a type,
we first need a way to bind variables. We introduce another gener-
alised algebraic datatype that allows us to introduce quantifiers to
bind variables:

data V :: ∗ → ∗ → ∗ where

BASE :: U a env → V a env

FORALL :: V a (U b (), env) → V a env

A universe must reflect the type that it represents. Since we need
occurrences of the same variable to reflect the same type, we have
to carry around additional administration. We use an environment
to keep track of which indices map to which variables. The con-
structor FORALL that introduces a variable extends this environ-
ment. Since we are talking about quantification over representa-
tions of types, the environment is not extended with a type b but
with a representation U b (). We enforce predicativity of the em-
bedding by using U instead of V and requiring this representation
to be closed and not use any variables by passing the unit type for
the environment. A base universe, similar to the one defined in Sec-
tion 2.1, that includes references to variables in an environment is
defined as follows:

data U :: ∗ → ∗ → ∗ where

INT :: U Int env

PAIR :: U a env → U b env → U (a, b) env
(:⇒:) :: U a env → U b env → U (a → b) env
VAR :: Ref (U a ()) env → U a env

Here, we see that the type that a variable occurrence represents
is obtained from the environment that is passed along. We use De
Bruijn indices to reference variables in a typed environment in the
style of Pasǎlić and Linger (2004):

data Ref :: ∗ → ∗ → ∗ where

Rz :: Ref a (a, env)
Rs :: Ref a env → Ref a (b, env)

A value of type Ref a env references a value of type a in the
environment env . The Rz constructor references the top variable
in the environment, the Rs constructor states that the variable is
found in the tail of the environment. Using these definitions of
the universes U and V , for instance, the type forall a . a → a
of the polymorphic identity function is represented by the value
FORALL (BASE (VAR Rz :⇒: VAR Rz)).

Then, a dynamic no longer carries a representation U , but a
closed representation V :

data Dyn = forall a . Dyn (V a ()) a

Again, to be able to unwrap the value of the dynamic, we need a
function that decides if two representations reflect equal types. But
now the representations can include references to variables in an
environment:

decV :: V a env → V b env ′ → Maybe (a :≡: b)
decV (BASE u1 ) (BASE u2 ) =
case decU u1 u2 of

Just Refl → Just Refl

Nothing → Nothing

decV (FORALL v1 ) (FORALL v2 ) =
case decV v1 v2 of

Just Refl → Just Refl

Nothing → Nothing

decV = Nothing

While the representation contained in a dynamic value uses a
closed environment, recall that in the definition of the FORALL
constructor, the extension of the environment is existentially quan-
tified. Hence, to be able to recurse, the type of decV is required to
work on environments of a different type. Consequently, the decid-
able equality function on the base universe also mentions different
environments:

decU ::U a env → U b env ′ → Maybe (a :≡: b)
decU INT INT = Just Refl

decU (PAIR u1 u1 ′) (PAIR u2 u2 ′) =
case (decU u1 u2 , decU u1 ′ u2 ′) of

(Just Refl , Just Refl) → Just Refl

→ Nothing

decU (u1 :⇒: u1 ′) (u2 :⇒: u2 ′) =
case (decU u1 u2 , decU u1 ′ u2 ′) of

(Just Refl , Just Refl) → Just Refl

→ Nothing

decU (VAR i) (VAR j ) =
case decRef i j of

Just Refl → Just Refl

Nothing → Nothing

decU = Nothing

In comparison to the function decU from Section 2.1, only its
type is changed and the branch for variables is added. It uses an
additional function to decide when two references are equal:

decRef :: Ref a env → Ref b env ′ → Maybe (a :≡: b)
decRef Rz Rz = ...

decRef (Rs i) (Rs j ) =
case decRef i j of

Just Refl → Just Refl

Nothing → Nothing

decRef = Nothing

While the inductive case for Rs structurally recurses, the base
case for Rz cannot be defined. Since the environments to which we
refer are different, as argued before, so are the references to the top
variable.

We cannot alleviate this problem since this would require the
decidable equality functions to work on environments of the same
type. As mentioned earlier, the FORALL constructor extends the
environment via existential quantification. Consequently, we can-
not compare such representations since the references to variables
in the environment are not known to reflect the same type.

2.2.2 Higher-order abstract syntax

Instead of adding a construct to reference variables in our universe,
the second approach piggybacks on the use of variables in the host
language; a technique that is called higher-order abstract syntax.
Hence, we can reuse the definition of U from Section 2.1 and
do not need to extend it with a constructor for variables. We give
another definition of the universe V to introduce quantifiers and
bind variables:



data V :: ∗ → ∗ where

BASE :: U a → V a

FORALL :: (U a → V b) → V b

Now, binding a variable involves taking a function that given
a representation, returns a representation that possibly binds more
variables. Again, we impose predicativity by defining the domain of
the function to be of the universe U instead of V . Closing the term
is enforced by the use of the binding structure of the host language.
In this approach, the type of the polymorphic identity function is
represented as FORALL (λa → BASE (a :⇒: a)).

A dynamic value is defined in a straightforward fashion:

data Dyn = forall a . Dyn (V a) a

We continue by defining the decidable equality function on the
new definition of V :

decV ::V a → V b → Maybe (a :≡: b)
decV (BASE u1 ) (BASE u2 ) =

case decU u1 u2 of

Just Refl → Just Refl

Nothing → Nothing

decV (FORALL v1 ) (FORALL v2 ) = ...

decV = Nothing

The branch for the base universe proceeds with the monomor-
phic decidable equality function as defined earlier in Section 2.1.
Unfortunately, the constructor that binds variables cannot proceed
in the usual fashion since the representations are functions, and
their domain is not finite. Hence, we cannot compare these func-
tions using existential equality. Another approach would be to sat-
urate the functions with dummy values such as De Bruijn indices,
and compare the resulting representations (Atkey et al., 2009). But
to be able to distinguish the different dummy values, we need an
environment and we have already shown this path to be a dead end.

2.3 Difficulties

Using generalised algebraic datatypes we are able to attach the type
that a constructor reflects to its representation. This has proven to
be essential to enforce the relation between values and the repre-
sentations of their types. Unfortunately, this property prevents the
definition of polymorphic dynamic typing. Since we need the same
variables to reflect the same type, the universes for the represen-
tation of polymorphic types have to carry around an environment.
However, the extension of the environment is existentially quanti-
fied, obstructing comparison of references to such environments.

The only way to circumvent these troubles is to postpone the
use of an environment and hence the attachment of types to rep-
resentations. This demands a separation between a universe for the
representation of types and its interpretation as a type. The intuition
is that the separation allows us to first perform the desired opera-
tions on representations, after which we perform the interpretation
at the latest moment. This allows us, for instance, to compare rep-
resentations without having any attached interpretation in the way.

Ideally, we would like to define a function that interprets a repre-
sentation and returns the type that it must reflect. Haskell provides
some way to do type-level computations via generalised algebraic
datatypes and type families (Schrijvers et al., 2008). While it is pos-
sible to embed polymorphic dynamic typing in Haskell by making
heavy use of these tools, we believe that a dependently-typed lan-
guage provides a more natural approach.

3. Embedding in a dependently-typed language

In this section we use Agda (Norell, 2007 & 2008) and discuss
how monomorphic dynamic typing can be embedded in this lan-
guage (Section 3.1). Then, we show how to elegantly embed poly-

morphic dynamic typing, for now limiting ourselves to using struc-
tural equality of representations (Section 3.2).

3.1 Monomorphic dynamic typing

We begin by defining a universe to represent monomorphic types:

data U : Set where

NAT : U

PAIR : U → U → U

⇒ : U → U → U

The difference with the representation from Section 2.1 is that
the interpretation of the representation (i.e., the type that a repre-
sentation reflects) is detached. The corresponding type is obtained
by the function el that computes the type that a value of this uni-
verse represents:

elU : U → Set

elU NAT = Nat

elU (PAIR u u’) = Pair (elU u) (elU u’)
elU (u ⇒ u’) = elU u → elU u’

This function returns a type when given a value. The base case
returns the monomorphic type Nat whereas the other branches for
pairs and functions recurse while constructing a pair or function
type. Then, a dynamic value constitutes a representation with a
value of the interpreted type:

data Dyn : Set where

dyn : (u : U) → elU u → Dyn

A cast function needs a proof that a provided representation is
equal to the representation that is contained in the dynamic, before
unwrapping its value:

data ≡ {a : Set} (x : a) : a → Set where

Refl : x ≡ x

This datatype is similar to the Haskell datatype (:≡:) from Sec-
tion 2.1, although there is one important difference: this equality
states that two values are equal while the Haskell datatype states
that two types are equal. Here, we only need a proof on the value
level since a representation U does not reflect the type it represents.
The function that decides if two representations are equal is defined
as follows:

decU : forall {n} → (u1 u2 : U n) →
Maybe (u1 ≡ u2)

decU NAT NAT = Just Refl

decU (PAIR u1 u1’) (PAIR u2 u2’)
with decU u1 u2 | decU u1’ u2’

decU (PAIR u1 u1’) (PAIR .u1 .u1’)
| Just Refl | Just Refl = Just Refl

... | | = Nothing

decU (u1 ⇒ u1’) (u2 ⇒ u2’)
with decU u1 u2 | decU u1’ u2’

decU (u1 ⇒ u1’) (.u1 ⇒ .u1’)
| Just Refl | Just Refl = Just Refl

... | | = Nothing

decU = Nothing

Coming up with a proof in the case of integer representations is
easy. In the branches for pairs and functions we pair-wise recurse
using the with keyword and pattern match on the results. Note
that when pattern matching on a proof Refl, we have to restate
the branch and use the dot-notation to explicitly state that the two
compared elements are equal. Otherwise, we use the shorthand
notation ... to restate the original branch before we come to pattern
matching the results of recursion.



Next, we define the cast function:

cast : (u1 : U) → Dyn → Maybe (elU u1)
cast u1 (dyn u2 x) with decU u1 u2

cast u1 (dyn .u1 x) | Just Refl = Just x

... | Nothing = Nothing

When the function decU gives the proof Refl that both repre-
sentations are equal, we can return the value that is contained in the
dynamic. Note that although the proof only states the equality of
the representation values, the type checker also learns that elU u1
equals elU u2.

3.2 Polymorphic dynamic typing

The above definitions are straightforwardly defined in Agda and
resemble the approach explained in Section 2.1. Next, we will
extend the Agda approach to polymorphic types.

First, we need a way to introduce quantifiers and bind variables.
To be able to close a representation, we include a type parameter
that indicates the number of variables that a representation can use:

data V (n : Nat) : Set where

BASE : U n → V n

FORALL : V (Succ n) → V n

The FORALL constructor permits the use of an additional vari-
able, which are referenced in the datatype U:

data U (n : Nat) : Set where

NAT : U n

PAIR : U n → U n → U n

⇒ : U n → U n → U n

VAR : Fin n → U n

The number of variables in a representation is carried along
the way. The datatype Fin n describes the finite number of values
between Zero and n:

data Fin : Nat → Set where

Fz : forall {n} → Fin (Succ n)
Fs : forall {n} → Fin n → Fin (Succ n)

Note that its definition bears a resemblance to the definition of
the datatype Ref from Section 2.2.

Using the universes U and V, the type of the polymorphic
identity function is represented as FORALL (BASE (VAR Fz ⇒
VAR Fz)). To obtain the actual types that representations reflect,
we need interpretation functions. As before in Section 2.2, we use
De Bruijn indices in an environment to keep track of the types
associated with variables and to guarantee that occurrences of the
same variables reflect the same type:

data Env : (n : Nat) → Set where

Nil : Env Zero

Cons : forall {n} → U Zero →
Env n → Env (Succ n)

Looking up an entry in an environment is straightforward:

lookup : forall {n} → Fin n → Env n → U Zero

lookup Fz (Cons u ) = u

lookup (Fs i) (Cons env) = lookup i env

Note that we do not need to provide a branch for the empty
environment since the constructors of the Fin type do not permit
a reference to an empty environment. In the base case for Fz we
take the head entry, and otherwise we recurse with the tail of the
environment.

The interpretation function of the universe V takes such an
environment:

elV : forall {n} → V n → Env n → Set

elV (BASE u) env = elU u env

elV (FORALL v) env = forall {u} → elV v (Cons u env)

The FORALL constructor quantifies over a representation that
uses no variables, again to enforce predicativity, and adds it to the
provided environment before recursing. This resembles the type of
the equally named constructor as given in Section 2.2. The base
case recurses in the interpretation of the universe U:

elU : forall {n} → U n → Env n → Set

elU NAT = Nat

elU (PAIR u u’) env = Pair (elU u env) (elU u’ env)
elU (u ⇒ u’) env = elU u env → elU u’ env

elU (VAR i) env = elU0 (lookup i env)

The representations of integers, pairs, and functions map to their
respective types. In the case of a variable we use the environment
that is passed along to obtain the type that this variable reflects.
Because we quantify over representations, we have to interpret its
result again using elU0, which we will define next.

Since we are typically dealing with closed representations in
dynamic values, we define an interpretation function of such repre-
sentations separately:

elV0 : V Zero → Set

elV0 (BASE u) = elU0 u

elV0 (FORALL v) = elV (FORALL v) Nil

Again, the FORALL constructor quantifies over a variable, but
recurses in the earlier defined elV function with the untouched rep-
resentations and the empty environment Nil. The base case simply
recurses in the interpretation of the universe U that does not contain
any variable references:

elU0 : U Zero → Set

elU0 NAT = Nat

elU0 (PAIR u u’) = Pair (elU0 u) (elU0 u’)
elU0 (u ⇒ u’) = elU0 u → elU0 u’

elU0 (VAR ())

The function elU0 recurses the structure of the argument rep-
resentation and produces types along the way. Since we know that
such a representation cannot contain any variables (i.e., the type
Fin Zero is uninhabited), we have to define the final branch for
VAR as an impossible pattern.

Given the universes and their interpretation, we define a dy-
namic value as follows:

data Dyn : Set where

dyn : (v : V Zero) → elV0 v → Dyn

Since a representation no longer directly reflects its correspond-
ing type, as in Section 3.1, we use the interpretation function to
compute the desired type for the value in the dynamic.

We continue by defining decidable equality on our representa-
tions, such that we are later able to unwrap the value that is con-
tained in the dynamic:

decV : forall {n} → (v1 v2 : V n) →
Maybe (v1 ≡ v2)

decV (BASE u1) (BASE u2)
with decU u1 u2

decV (BASE u1) (BASE .u1)
| Just Refl = Just Refl

... | Nothing = Nothing



decV (FORALL v1) (FORALL v2)
with decV v1 v2

decV (FORALL v1) (FORALL .v1)
| Just Refl = Just Refl

... | Nothing = Nothing

decV = Nothing

Representations that introduce quantifiers and bind variables are
considered equal if their body is equal. In the base case we recurse
in the function for decidable equality of the universe U:

decU : forall {n} → (u1 u2 : U n) →
Maybe (u1 ≡ u2)

decU NAT NAT = Just Refl

decU (PAIR u1 u1’) (PAIR u2 u2’)
with decU u1 u2 | decU u1’ u2’

decU (PAIR u1 u1’) (PAIR .u1 .u1’)
| Just Refl | Just Refl = Just Refl

... | | = Nothing

decU (u1 ⇒ u1’) (u2 ⇒ u2’)
with decU u1 u2 | decU u1’ u2’

decU (u1 ⇒ u1’) (.u1 ⇒ .u1’)
| Just Refl | Just Refl = Just Refl

... | | = Nothing

decU (VAR i) (VAR j)
with decFin i j

decU (VAR i) (VAR .i)
| Just Refl = Just Refl

... | = Nothing

decU = Nothing

This definition greatly resembles the definition of decU in Sec-
tion 3.1. We recurse over the structure in parallel and collect proofs
as we go, but we add the branch for variables where we use the
function decFin:

decFin : forall {n} → (i j : Fin n) → Maybe (i ≡ j)
decFin Fz Fz = Just Refl

decFin (Fs i) (Fs j) with decFin i j

decFin (Fs i) (Fs .i) | Just Refl = Just Refl

... | Nothing = Nothing

decFin = Nothing

Since the references in this approach no longer have a type
attached to it, this function merely amounts to verifying that the
indices are the same.

Then, we are finally able to define the cast function on the
universe that represents polymorphic types:

cast : (v1 : V Zero) → Dyn → Maybe (elV0 v1)
cast v1 (dyn v2 x) with decV v1 v2

cast v1 (dyn .v1 x) | Just Refl = Just x

... | Nothing = Nothing

This definition is much like the definition of cast in Section 3.1:
we compare the given representation with the representation con-
tained in the dynamic and return the value if the proof tells us that
the representations are the same.

4. Unification of type representations

The previous section shows how to embed polymorphic dynamic
typing in Agda. However, we used structural equality on represen-
tations to define the cast function. Typically, you would want to
unify the required representation with the one that is found in the
dynamic value. Caution is advised since the required representa-
tion is not allowed to represent a more general type than that of the
representation in the dynamic. In other words, we are only allowed

to unwrap a value from a dynamic when the required type is an in-
stance of the type at hand. Hence, we have to perform unification
of representations, just like in the Clean system, to determine if one
is an instance of the other.

Recalling the example from the introduction, consider the iden-
tity function wrapped in a dynamic using our Agda universe for the
representation of polymorphic types:

idType : V Zero

idType = FORALL (BASE (VAR Fz ⇒ VAR Fz))

idDyn : Dyn

idDyn = dyn idType (λ x → x)

Then, the following expression must yield an identity on inte-
gers since the required representation is an instance of the one in
the dynamic:

cast (BASE (NAT ⇒ NAT)) idDyn

The other way around, consider a dynamic value that contains
the increment function on integers:

incDyn : Dyn

incDyn = dyn (BASE (NAT ⇒ NAT)) (λ x → x + 1)

When we try to unwrap the function from the dynamic, we are
not allowed it to cast it to the more general type of the polymorphic
identity function. For example, the following expression must fail
and return Nothing:

cast idType incDyn

The definition of unification of representations in Agda is subtle
and requires great care. Agda requires a function to be structurally
recursive to ensure its termination. However, most unification al-
gorithms do not exhibit this property since substitutions obtained
from one branch are applied to other branches before proceeding
in recursion. We base our instance-of algorithm on earlier work
by McBride (2003) in Epigram where the algorithm is made struc-
turally recursive by guaranteeing that the entries of substitution
each remove a variable. We reuse the parts we need in Agda and
adapt the main algorithm to perform an instance-of check rather
than unification. For the full details of the original approach we
refer the reader to McBride’s paper.

In this section, we first discuss the core of unification, namely
substitution (Section 4.1). We continue by showing how to perform
unification and adapt it to an instance-of algorithm (Section 4.2).
Later in Section 5, we will see how the cast function strips off
quantifiers and uses the instance-of algorithm on representations
in the base universe U. Therefore, this section is only concerned
with such representations.

4.1 Substitution

The core of the unification algorithm lies in substitution. This is
modelled as an associative list that maps variables to representa-
tions that may contain other variables:

data AList : Nat → Nat → Set where

Nil : forall {n} → AList n n

Cons : forall {n m} → Fin (Succ n) → U n →
AList n m → AList (Succ n) m

Note that we can use the same constructor names as in the
datatype Env from Section 3.2 since Agda supports constructor
overloading. The intuition of this datatype is that a substitution
of type AList n m maps values of type U n to U m. The empty
substitution Nil is the identity substitution, taking a U n to U n. An
entry in the substitution takes a U (Succ n) to U m by replacing a
variable Fin (Succ n) with a representation U n, given that we have
a substitution that takes such U n representations to U m. Hence,



each step of the substitution guarantees that it removes a variable.
This fact is later used in the unification algorithm to guarantee
structural recursion and its termination.

A substitution is defined as a dependent pair, or Σ-type:

data Exists (a : Set) (b : a → Set) : Set where

Witness : (x : a) → b x → Exists a b

fsts : forall {a b} → Exists a b → a

fsts (Witness x ) = x

Then, a substitution only exposes the type of the representation
it operates on:

Subst : Nat → Set

Subst n = Exists Nat (λ m → AList n m)

The witness describes the number of variables to which the
substitution maps. Using this approach, we are allowed to choose
this number whenever we construct a substitution. As mentioned
earlier, this is used to guarantee that each entry in the substitution
reduces the number of variables.

Such a substitution is applied to a representation using the
following function:

apply : forall {n} → (subst : Subst n) →
U n → U (fsts subst)

apply NAT = NAT

apply subst (PAIR u u’) =
PAIR (apply subst u) (apply subst u’)

apply subst (u ⇒ u’) =
apply subst u ⇒ apply subst u’

apply (Witness xs) (VAR i) = sub xs i

The type of this function states that the number of variables
left in the result of the application is dictated by the substitution.
The function recurses over the structure of representation until it
encounters a variable. Here, it uses a function that applies the actual
associated list to the variable at hand:

sub : forall {m n} → AList m n → Fin m → U n

sub Nil j = VAR j

sub (Cons i t xs) j = mapVar (sub xs) ((t for i) j)

If the substitution is empty, we reconstruct the variable. Other-
wise, we replace the variable that is contained in the substitution
with its associated representation. We continue by applying the tail
of the substitution to this result since this possibly contains new
variables that need to be substituted. The function mapVar recurses
over a representation and applies a function to each variable:

mapVar : forall {m n} → (Fin m → U n) →
U m → U n

mapVar NAT = NAT

mapVar f (PAIR u u’) =
PAIR (mapVar f u) (mapVar f u’)

mapVar f (u ⇒ u’) =
mapVar f u ⇒ mapVar f u’

mapVar f (VAR i) = f i

The following function performs the actual substitution:

for : forall {n} → U n → Fin (Succ n) →
Fin (Succ n) → U n

(t for i) j with thick i j

... | Just j’ = VAR j’

... | Nothing = t

First, it verifies that the variable to be replaced is equal to the
variable under substitution. If this is not the case, we obtain a
‘smaller’ Fin value and return it. Otherwise, the variables are equal

and we return the representation for which we must substitute. The
function thick performs the comparison:

thick : forall {n} → Fin (Succ n) →
Fin (Succ n) → Maybe (Fin n)

thick {Zero} Fz Fz = Nothing

thick {Zero} (Fs ())
thick {Zero} (Fs ())
thick {Succ n} Fz Fz = Nothing

thick {Succ n} Fz (Fs j) = Just j

thick {Succ n} (Fs ) Fz = Just Fz

thick {Succ n} (Fs i) (Fs j) with thick i j

... | Just j’ = Just (Fs j’)

... | Nothing = Nothing

The function thick i maps a value of type Fin (Succ n) to
Maybe (Fin n). If the two arguments of thick are equal, it will
return Nothing. If the second argument j is larger than i, the call
to thick i j decrements j to produce a value of type Fin n; if j is
less than i, the call to thick i j leaves j untouched, but only changes
its type. The function thick is defined by induction on n. When n
is Zero, there is only one possible inhabitant of Fin (Succ Zero)
and hence we return Nothing. For larger n, we compare i and j and
return Nothing when they are equal.

4.2 Instance-of algorithm

Now that we have defined the type of substitutions and their appli-
cation, we continue by defining the functions that construct substi-
tutions. As we will see later, the unification algorithm traverses the
structure of representations. There, it will unify variables with vari-
ables, as well as variables with arbitrary representations. We define
two functions to deal with these cases, flexFlex and flexRigid.

The first function is defined as follows:

flexFlex : forall {n} → Fin n → Fin n → Subst n

flexFlex {Zero} () ()
flexFlex {Succ n} i j with thick i j

... | Just j’ = Witness n (Cons i (VAR j’) Nil)

... | Nothing = Witness (Succ n) Nil

We already know that Fin Zero has no inhabitants, hence, we
define this as an impossible pattern. In the other case, we verify if
both variables happen to be the same using the function thick from
Section 4.1. If not, we construct a singleton substitution that maps
the first argument of flexFlex to the result of thick. Otherwise, the
variables were equal and we return the empty substitution. Here we
use the witness to choose and specify the number of variables to
which the resulting substitution maps. Since the singleton substi-
tution will remove a variable from a representation, its witness is
n while in the other case the number of variables is left untouched
and hence is Succ n.

The second function is different in the sense that it works on
variable and non-variable representations:

flexRigid : forall {n} → Fin n → U n →
Maybe (Subst n)

flexRigid {Zero} ()
flexRigid {Succ n} i u with check i u

... | Just u’ = Just (Witness n (Cons i u’ Nil))

... | Nothing = Nothing

Again, the base case is an impossible pattern. The inductive case
proceeds with the occur-check. If the variable does not occur in
the representation, we obtain a representation with fewer variables,
similar to the function thick. Otherwise, the variable does occur in
the representation and the unification as a whole must fail, hence
we return Nothing. The function check performs the occur-check:



check : forall {n} → Fin (Succ n) → U (Succ n) →
Maybe (U n)

check NAT = Just NAT

check i (PAIR u u’) with check i u | check i u’

... | Just cu | Just cu’ = Just (PAIR cu cu’)

... | | = Nothing

check i (u ⇒ u’) with check i u | check i u’

... | Just cu | Just cu’ = Just (cu ⇒ cu’)

... | | = Nothing

check i (VAR j) with thick i j

... | Just j’ = Just (VAR j’)

... | Nothing = Nothing

It traverses the representation, reconstructing the results ob-
tained from recursion in the branches for pairs and functions. In
the branch for a variable it uses the function thick to test if the two
variables are equal.

Now, we come to the actual unification algorithm. Remember
that in contrast to the original algorithm, we want to define a
function that determines if the first argument is an instance of the
second argument and returns the witnessing substitution. It uses an
accumulating parameter for the substitutions constructed thus far:

iofAcc : forall {n} → U n → U n → Subst n →
Maybe (Subst n)

Although the two arguments are required to use the same num-
ber of variables, in practice this is not always the case. In Sec-
tion 5.4 we will consider that we first align representations by
weakening so that they have the same number of variables.

The definition of the function proceeds first by structural recur-
sion on representations that do not contain variables. First, the base
case for integers returns the accumulated substitution:

iofAcc NAT NAT subst = Just subst

Then, the cases for pairs and functions simply recurse over their
branches:

iofAcc (PAIR u1 u1’) (PAIR u2 u2’) subst
with iofAcc u1 u2 subst

... | Just subst’ = iofAcc u1’ u2’ subst’

... | Nothing = Nothing

iofAcc (u1 ⇒ u1’) (u2 ⇒ u2’) subst

with iofAcc u1 u2 subst

... | Just subst’ = iofAcc u1’ u2’ subst’

... | Nothing = Nothing

It is important that we do not immediately apply the substitution
obtained from recursion in the left elements to the right elements,
since this would not be structurally recursive. Instead, we simply
pass on the obtained substitution and postpone its application.

The branches for variables use the previously defined functions
for the construction of substitutions:

iofAcc (VAR i) (VAR j) (Witness Nil) = Just (flexFlex j i)
iofAcc v (VAR j) (Witness Nil) = flexRigid j v

This is the point where we adapt McBride’s algorithm. In the
case of two variables, we swap the arguments to flexFlex such that a
resulting substitution maps j to i. We also remove the branch where
the first argument is a variable and only allow the second argument
to be a variable. These two modifications enforce the fact that the
first must be an instance of the second.

The previous cases never apply the constructed substitutions.
Instead, this is postponed until none of the above cases hold:

iofAcc (Witness Nil) = Nothing

iofAcc u1 u2 (Witness n (Cons i t xs))
with iofAcc (mapVar (t for i) u1) (mapVar (t for i) u2)

(Witness n xs)
... | Just (Witness n’ xs’) = Just (Witness n’ (Cons i t xs’))
... | Nothing = Nothing

When there is no substitution left to apply, the function fails
with Nothing. Otherwise, we take the head of the substitution and
try to substitute each variable in both representations. We recurse
with the tail of the substitution and reconstruct the result.

Then, all that is left to do is to start the accumulating function:

iof : forall {n} → U n → U n → Maybe (Subst n)
iof {n} u1 u2 = iofAcc u1 u2 (Witness n Nil)

We provide the empty substitution to the accumulating function,
which concludes the definition of the instance-of algorithm.

5. Cast

In Section 3, we defined a straightforward cast function in Agda
that uses structural equality on representations. In the previous
section we have stated our desire to verify if one representation
is an instance of the other using unification. If this is the case,
we know that it is safe to unwrap the corresponding value from
a dynamic, but we must also convince Agda of this fact. It turns
out that the definition of the cast function that uses the instance-of
algorithm is more intricate than we anticipated at first.

In this section we show how to define such a cast function3.
Recall the type of the cast function:

cast : (v1 : V Zero) → Dyn → Maybe (elV0 v1)

The representation that is contained in the dynamic, say v2, is
different from the argument representation. To be able to unwrap
its corresponding value, we have to transform a value of type
elV0 v2 to elV0 v1. The trick is to take advantage of the form
of the interpretation functions from Section 3.2. These functions
receive an environment that is used to assign the same type to the
same occurrences of a variable. Hence, this is our entrypoint to
instantiate variables using the substitution gained from performing
the instance-of algorithm! But before we get to that point, we have
to transform the value that is contained in the dynamic to a form
where we can provide it an environment of our choosing. Then, we
transform it back to be a value of the type that we are returning.
The framework is defined by the following steps:

1. The type elV0 v2 of the value in the dynamic is unpacked such
that it is in a form where it takes an environment, being the
empty environment at first.

2. The quantifiers of v2 are stripped, thereby requiring an entry in
the environment for each variable.

3. The variables in this environment are merged with the substitu-
tion obtained from the instance-of algorithm.

4. The value is coerced using a correctness proof of the instance-of
algorithm such that its type includes the argument representa-
tion v1 and not v2.

5. The variables that are not instantiated are quantified by dressing
with the quantifiers of v1, thereby emptying the environment of
any variables.

6. The remaining empty environment is packed back into place to
obtain the type elV0 v1.

3 Since we are juggling with variables, many steps in this section require
proofs such as n + Zero ≡ n, n + Succ m ≡ Succ (n + m), and
n + m ≡ m + n. We leave out such coercions since these are irrelevant
and merely clutter the presentation of the code.



The most interesting part of this framework lies in the middle
two steps; this is where we instantiate the variables and perform the
coercion from one representation to the other. We discuss each of
these steps separately (Sections 5.1 to 5.6). Finally, these steps are
combined with the instance-of algorithm from the previous section
into a single cast function (Section 5.7).

5.1 Unpack the empty environment

The representation that is included with the value in a dynamic is
closed. To be able to later instantiate the variables in this represen-
tation via the environment, we first have to gain access to an envi-
ronment. Therefore, we start by unpacking the empty environment
in the interpretation function:

unpackEnvV : (v : V Zero) → elV0 v →
((env : Env Zero) → elV v env)

unpackEnvV (BASE u) x Nil = unpackEnvU u x

unpackEnvV (FORALL ) x Nil = x

A value belonging to a FORALL constructor does not require
any further work since its interpretation in elV0 is defined as the
interpretation using elV and the empty environment, as given in
Section 3.2. In the base case we recurse by unpacking the represen-
tation of type U:

unpackEnvU : (u : U Zero) → elU0 u → elU u Nil

unpackEnvU NAT x = x

unpackEnvU (PAIR u u’) (x , x’) =
(unpackEnvU u x , unpackEnvU u’ x’)

unpackEnvU (u ⇒ u’) f =
λ x → unpackEnvU u’ (f (packEnvU u x))

unpackEnvU (VAR ())

The function recurses over the structure of the representation,
excluding the branch for variables using an impossible pattern.
Due to co- and contravariance in the case of functions, unpacking
the representations involved requires a counterpart definition and
mutual recursion:

packEnvU : (u : U Zero) → elU u Nil → elU0 u

packEnvU NAT x = x

packEnvU (PAIR u u’) (x , x’) =
(packEnvU u x , packEnvU u’ x’)

packEnvU (u ⇒ u’) f =
λ x → packEnvU u’ (f (unpackEnvU u x))

packEnvU (VAR ())

Again, we recurse the structure of the representations and ex-
clude the branch for variables. In the branch for functions we re-
curse back into unpackEnvU.

5.2 Strip the quantifiers

Now that we have gained access to an environment, we need to
strip the quantifiers from the representation in the dynamic and
extend the environment for each variable. This is achieved using
the following function:

toElU : forall {n} → (v : V n) →
((env : Env n) → elV v env) →
((env : Env (vars v + n)) → elU (strip v) env)

toElU (BASE ) f = f

toElU (FORALL v) f =
toElU v (λ env’ → f (tl env’) {hd env’})

The type of toElU expresses that if we strip the quantifiers from
a representation, we can transform a value living in elV to elU, but
only if we add an entry to the environment for each bound variable
in the representation.

The functions vars and strip are defined as follows:

vars : forall {n} → V n → Nat

vars (BASE ) = Zero

vars (FORALL v) = Succ (vars v)

strip : forall {n} → (v : V n) → U (vars v + n)
strip (BASE u) = u

strip (FORALL v) = strip v

In the base case of toElU there are no quantifiers to strip, hence
we can simply return f. In the case of a quantifier, we recurse in
the inner representation. The value that we provide in recursion
receives an environment with one more entry than the original value
requires. Hence, we unfold this environment and feed it only the
tail. This leaves us with the head entry, which we provide as an
implicit argument as described by the interpretation function. The
helper functions on environments are easily defined:

hd : forall {n} → Env (Succ n) → U Zero

hd (Cons u ) = u

tl : forall {n} → Env (Succ n) → Env n

tl (Cons env) = env

Since we know that the environment contains at least one entry,
we do not need to pattern match on the empty environment Nil.

5.3 Instantiate the environment

The previous steps have prepared us for the point where we can
use the environment as the entrypoint to instantiate variables in the
interpretation function. As we have not yet finished the implemen-
tation of our framework, we leave the function that captures this
behaviour as a postulated lemma:

instEnv :
forall {n} → (u : U n) → (subst : Subst n) →

((env : Env n) → elU u (replaceEnv subst env)) →
((env : Env (fsts subst)) → elU (apply subst u) env)

The function replaceEnv replaces those entries in an environ-
ment for which there is a substitution available:

replaceEnv :
forall {n} → (subst : Subst n) → Env n → Env n

The lemma instEnv captures the relation between substitutions
and environments. Namely, they behave the same: it does not mat-
ter whether you instantiate the types to which variables refer in an
environment using a substitution, or instantiate variables by apply-
ing that substitution to a representation.

5.4 Coerce the value

Next, we have to coerce the value such that its type is represented
by the resulting representation, and not by the representation that is
contained in the dynamic value. To achieve this, we need a correct-
ness proof of the instance-of algorithm. Again, as our implementa-
tion is not yet finished, we leave this as a postulated lemma:

iofCorrect :
forall {n k} → (u1 : U n) → (u2 : U (k + n)) →

Maybe (Exists (AList (k + n) n)
(λ xs → apply (Witness n xs) u2

≡ u1))

Other than the function iof from Section 4.2, this lemma op-
erates on representations that possibly have a different number of
variables. We assume that a representation quantifies no more vari-
ables than it needs; FORALL (BASE NAT) is a perfectly valid
representation but does not fulfill this assumption. Then, it is safe



to say beforehand that one representation can only be an instance
of the other when it does not use more variables. In fact, the type
of this lemma states that first argument uses k less variables than
the second argument. Then, given such representations, we know
that there exists a substitution from a representation with k + n
variables to a representation with n variables, which applied to u2
gives us u1.

We are not completely in the dark about the definition of this
lemma. Namely, it weakens the first representation with k variables
and then uses the iof function to obtain the substitution. Only the
proof on the resulting type of the substitution and its correctness
is missing. However, a very similar proof has already been given
by McBride on his unification algorithm. Namely, the unification
property that applying the resulting substitution to both represen-
tations gives the same result. We conjecture that our modifications
of the unification algorithm imply that the stated property of our
instance-of algorithm holds as well.

Given the correctness proof of the instance-of algorithm, we
perform the actual coercion of a value using the following function:

coerce : forall {n u1 u2} → (u1 ≡ u2) →
((env : Env n) → elU u1 env) →
((env : Env n) → elU u2 env)

coerce Refl f = f

The representations to which the coercion applies are provided
as implicit arguments. We deploy the argument proof of their equal-
ity by pattern matching on Refl, which performs the coercion and
allows us to return f.

5.5 Dress with quantifiers

Having performed the middle of the transformation, we follow the
same path backwards. We dress the representation with quanti-
fiers and empty the environment accordingly, obtaining the dual
of toElU:

toElV :
forall {n} → (v : V n) →
((env : Env (vars v + n)) → elU (strip v) env) →
((env : Env n) → elV v env)

toElV (BASE ) f = f

toElV (FORALL v) f =
λ env {u} → toElV v f (Cons u env)

The transformation function receives the original representation
that dictates the quantified variables that need to be introduced. The
base case is straightforward since there are no quantifiers to intro-
duce. In the inductive case we have an environment and a quanti-
fied implicit variable where we recurse in toElV by appending the
variable to the environment. Note the analogy with the elV inter-
pretation function where we introduce an actual quantifier on the
type level and also add it to the environment before recursing.

5.6 Pack the empty environment

Finally, we are left with one simple task, that is to pack the empty
environment back into the interpretation function. We define the
dual of unpackEnvV:

packEnvV : (v : V Zero) →
((env : Env Zero) → elV v env) →
elV0 v

packEnvV (BASE u) f = packEnvU u (f Nil)
packEnvV (FORALL ) f = f Nil

In the base case we recurse in the function for packing the
universe U from Section 5.1, whereas the inductive case simply
provides the empty environment to saturate the argument function.

5.7 The cast function

Now that we have described the individual steps of the framework,
we almost come to the point where we combine these steps into the
actual cast function.

As mentioned earlier in Section 5.4, our correctness proof of the
instance-of algorithm demands that the representation presented to
the cast function does not use more variables than the representa-
tion contained in the dynamic. Therefore, we first define a function
to perform this check:

minus : (m n : Nat) →
Maybe (Exists Nat (λ k → k + n ≡ m))

minus Zero (Succ ) = Nothing

minus m Zero = Just (Witness m Refl)
minus (Succ m) (Succ n) with minus m n

minus (Succ .(k + n)) (Succ n)
| Just (Witness k Refl) = Just (Witness k Refl)

... | Nothing = Nothing

If the check succeeds, the function gives us the actual difference
between the two arguments and a proof3 that states this fact.

Given this helper function, the instance-of algorithm, and the
framework described earlier, the cast function is defined as follows:

cast : (v1 : V Zero) → Dyn → Maybe (elV0 v1)
cast v1 (dyn v2 x) with minus (vars v2) (vars v1)
... | Nothing = Nothing

... | Just (Witness k p) with iofCorrect (strip v1) (strip v2)

... | Nothing = Nothing

... | Just (Witness xs iofLemma) = Just step6

where

subst : Subst (vars v2)
subst = Witness (vars v1) xs

step1 : (env : Env Zero) → elV v2 env

step1 = unpackEnvV v2 x

step2 : (env : Env (vars v2)) → elU (strip v2) env
step2 = toElU v2 step1

step3 : (env : Env (vars v1)) →
elU (apply subst (strip v2)) env

step3 = instEnv (strip v2) subst
(λ env’ → step2 (replaceEnv subst env’))

step4 : (env : Env (vars v1)) → elU (strip v1) env
step4 = coerce iofLemma step3

step5 : (env : Env Zero) → elV v1 env

step5 = toElV v1 step4

step6 : elV0 v1

step6 = packEnvV v1 step5

We verify that the first argument does not use more variables
than the second argument4. Then, we obtain an associated list
(which we turn into a substitution using a local definition) and the
correctness proof via iofCorrect, before we follow the six steps of
the framework as enumerated in the beginning of this section. Com-
paring this definition to the earlier definition of the cast function
that uses structural equality, we clearly see that using the instance-
of algorithm requires a lot more work and careful steps.

4 The actual implementation of the framework uses the difference k between
vars v1 and vars v2, and the proof k + vars v2 ≡ vars v1 to perform
uninteresting but obligatory coercions on representations. We omit these
here for the sake of presentation.



6. Related work

Dynamic typing in Haskell has been studied by both Baars and
Swierstra (2002) and Cheney and Hinze (2002) around the same
time. Both approaches only considered monomorphic dynamic typ-
ing. Respectively, they state: “Whether our approach can easily
be extended with dynamic polymorphism is as yet unknown and
a subject of further research.” and “We believe our Dynamic also
can support making values of closed polymorphic types dynamic,
although we have yet to experiment with unifying and pattern-
matching polymorphic type representations.”. A similar but weaker
research question has been formulated by Sheard et al. (2005) and
said to be difficult (Sheard and Pasǎlić, 2008): “Is it possible to
build [..] singleton types to represent polymorphic types? While we
have tried many approaches we are not yet satisfied with the gen-
erality of any of them.”. Unfortunately, there has not been any fol-
low up on this work and these research questions have neither been
proven nor disproven by the authors. In this paper we show how
to define a representation of polymorphic types using generalised
algebraic datatypes in Haskell. We also argue that a universe for the
representation of types and its interpretation need to be separated
to embed polymorphic dynamic typing in a functional language.

A workaround in Haskell to support dynamic typing with poly-
morphism has been suggested by Pang et al. (2004). The idea is that
any polymorphic value can be made monomorphic by wrapping it
in a vanilla datatype. While this allows us to move around such dy-
namic values, we are not able to unwrap it with a less general type
by instantiation, like we describe in this paper.

There has also been some work on extending the Haskell library
for monomorphic dynamic typing with polymorphism (Stewart,
2010). There it is argued, as we do in this paper, that polymorphism
in representations requires their unification. Instead of supporting
this via a library, or by extending the language itself, a hook to the
compiler is provided to invoke the regular unification mechanism at
run time. In our approach we do not follow this path but investigate
the embedding in a language itself, thereby also experimenting with
and learning about the expressivity of the language and its features.

The combination of dynamic typing and dependently-typed pro-
gramming is not entirely new. Ou et al. (2004) argue that a pro-
grammer needs fine-grained control over the number of type anno-
tations and the level of compile-time safety. A new system is de-
scribed where pieces of the program are either marked dependent
or simple, where the latter case is verified at run time. However, our
goal is different in that we consider the embedding of dynamic typ-
ing in a dependently-typed functional language via a universe and
its interpretation, instead of completely merging the two idioms by
extending the system itself.

We use a dependently-typed functional language mostly for its
ability to separate a universe from its interpretation, such that we
can compare representations. Crary and Weirich (1999) use the
same approach and define interpretation functions on a universe
for the representation of polymorphic types, very much like our in-
terpretations. However, their work concerns a system named LX
that is completely dedicated to the analysis of types within a pro-
gramming language, whereas we consider the embedding of such
analyses in an already existing language.

A universe of representations and their interpretation functions
has been shown to be an effective approach in generic program-
ming in a dependently-typed setting (Altenkirch and McBride,
2003; Oury and Swierstra, 2008). Also, the duality relation between
generic programming and dynamic typing has been described ear-
lier (Cheney and Hinze, 2002). Hence, it comes as no surprise that
we can use universe construction for dynamic typing as well. How-
ever, to our knowledge we are the first to investigate this relation in
the context of the embedding of polymorphic dynamic typing.

7. Conclusion

We have explored the embedding of polymorphic dynamic typing
in different settings. We argued that an approach in a functional
language like Haskell requires generalised algebraic datatypes to
relate values to the representation of their types, but in doing so
we closed the door on comparing representations that involve the
binding of variables. This is because an environment is required to
make sure that the occurrences of the same variable reflect the same
type. However, we can no longer compare such representations
since these environments are existentially quantified.

In essence, we have shown that a universe for the representa-
tion of types needs to be separated from its interpretation as a type.
While it is possible to perform this separation in Haskell by making
heavy use of generalised algebraic datatypes and type families, we
believe that a more natural approach is offered by a dependently-
typed language such as Agda. There, we are able to elegantly post-
pone attaching meaning to a representation until after performing
any comparison. We first defined a framework for polymorphic dy-
namic typing in Agda with structural equality of representations.
Then, we extended this approach to use an instance-of algorithm
based on unification and defined a cast function that required sur-
prisingly intricate steps to coerce values.

We did not describe a complete framework but have two postu-
lated lemmas: one involves transferring information between sub-
stitutions and environments, and the other the correctness of the
instance-of algorithm. We believe that both can be defined and in-
tend to do so in future work.
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